Mortgage rates should stay unchanged in the coming week (June 15 through 21), according to rate watchers polled by Bankrate. The average 30-year fixed rate stood at 6.86 percent as of June 14.
According to Bankrate’s national survey of large lenders.

Of those polled, 60 percent of respondents believe mortgage rates won’t change, 20 percent believe rates should tick up and 20 percent believe rates could come down.

Estimate your monthly mortgage payment based on current rates using this calculator.

**Rate Trend Index**

**Experts predict where mortgage rates are headed**

**Week of June 15-21**

Experts say rates will...

- **Go up** 20%
- **Stay the same** 60%
- **Go down** 20%

Percentages might not equal 100 due to rounding.
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“Slightly lower inflation did little to help mortgage rates.”

— Dick Lepre
CrossCountry Mortgage

20% say rates will go up

Greg McBride
CFA, chief financial analyst, Bankrate.com

The Fed is pausing rate hikes but still talking tough about more to come. This will spook investors a bit, so expect mortgage rates to move higher.

Higher.

20% say rates will go down
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Michael Becker
Branch manager, Sierra Pacific Mortgage, White Marsh, Maryland

As expected the Fed Reserve paused their hiking of the federal funds rate at the conclusion of their meeting on Wednesday. However, the updated dot plot median projection has the Fed hiking two more times this year. This caused an immediate spike in bond yields. During the press conference Chairman Powell reiterated that future rate hikes would be dependent on future data coming in. I think we may see a slight rally in bonds over the next few days and slightly lower mortgages despite the hawkishness of the dot plot.

Sean Salter
Associate Professor of Finance, Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, TN

The Federal Reserve’s decision to pause rate hikes will likely lead to lower rates this week, but I don’t think that will spark a lasting downward trend. Notably, the OCC, FDIC and other agencies have recently issued some joint guidance/policy on reconsiderations of value of residential real estate, and this guidance could lead to higher rates for traditionally lower-risk borrowers as banks seek to offset losses caused by the new interpretation of policy.
The market is taking in the newly released economic news. The May PPI (Producer Price Index) fell 0.3 percent from April, which was more than the market survey expectation of a decline of 0.1 percent. The reading was just 1.1 percent higher than a year ago, down from an annual rate of 2.3 percent in April. These flat to lower readings were driven by lower fuel and food costs. Services and housing continue to see inflationary pressures. Mortgages are mostly flat to plus or minus 0.125 points on the day. The 10-year is sitting at 3.79 percent and equities are currently down 111 points.

The market surveys are expecting that the Fed will make no change in the federal funds rate today but is open for an increase at a future meeting. The next two days are full with economic releases that will likely move the market: retail sales, industrial production as well as jobless claims/continuing claims and consumer sentiment.

The ‘lower’ inflation number will keep rates in check for the next 30 to 45 days. Be wary: The inflation bounce will occur in August, resulting in rates drifting higher in the second half of the year.

Slightly lower inflation did little to help mortgage rates. While a pause by the [Federal Open Market Committee] is likely, 30-year conforming rates will remain stuck in the 6.75 percent to 7.0 percent range.
Financial markets are generally informationally efficient and are so in this case. Most of the Fed’s position on the economy and rates is already baked into bond prices and should cause little to no movement in yields. Mortgage rates should react accordingly. Next week, we should see no substantive change in long-term mortgage rates.

Inflation led to the increase in rates we have seen and this week’s data showed that the rate of inflation continues to moderate. It’s also expected that the rate of inflation will continue to decline. That said, following the FOMC meeting, the Fed announced that there would be no rate hike in June but expects at least two additional rate hikes this year in a hawkish statement. Look for rates to remain range-bound over the next week.
Although the Fed’s decision was to pause on the fed fund rate, it was coupled with very strong hawkish language about future rate hikes and an immediate jump in the 10-year Treasury. Taken collectively, it is a small chance in the uptick of mortgage rates, but more likely than not mortgage rates will remain steady.